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Towards the end of our conversation in his studio on the 36th floor, with its cream-colored carpet, white filing cabinets, and golden Japanese waving cats, Cerith Wyn Evans, dressed in starched white linen pajamas and wearing tinted glasses to shield himself from the brilliance of this altitude, shows me an image of a small statuette of an Indian deity, The Supreme Goddess as a void. The seated bronze figurine from Andhra Pradesh has two large ears, two arms extended forward, palms facing down, and two legs, bent at the knees, feet flat on the ground, all of which seem to be growing out of the angular sides of a vertical frame. The rectangular middle of the figure inside the frame is empty—there is nothing there. Emptiness and evacuation have been at the core of Wyn Evans’s attention through the years and notably in his thinking around the neon work A Community Predicated on the Basic Fact Nothing Really Matters (2013), part of his exhibition “The What If? ... Scenario (After LG).” The work’s title is ambiguous: does it mean to say that nothing is, in fact, extremely important, or does it instead insist that nothing at all is of any consequence? A third (and fourth, and fifth, and Nth) possible meaning materialize along with the two iconic components that make up the suspended, only seemingly abstract neon: the figure of a simulated Higgs boson event on the one hand, and an anamorphic distortion of the diagram of LSD’s molecular structure on the other. The two elements—bright graphemes cutting into the exhibition space and leaving afterimages on the retina—are juxtaposed, or rather collided into each other. There is no obviously privileged position from which to approach the work: both parts of the equation seem skewed, a little cockeyed, complicating matters for the viewer. The neon trajectories extending in various directions represent the beams of a simulated possible Higgs event, some streaks curling back in semi-circles toward the nucleus of the universe. The Higgs field came into being fractions of a second after the Big Bang, slowing down particles that interacted with it, giving them mass, and allowing them to form composites, atoms, planets, suns, gravity, nouns, verbs, argon, melancholy, Buddhism, radio waves, and Gertrude Stein. The Higgs gives the universe mass. A community united by inertia, discharging around an empty core. Without it, nothing really matters. Talking about emptiness, Cerith mentions that it has been five years since he had cardiac surgery, giving him a mechanical heart to gyrate around. In regard to his tendency to lift titles from other artists’ work (such as in the case of the Augarten exhibition’s title, appropriated from writing by Liam Gillick), he points out that this offers him a way to evacuate the reading of his own works. In the spirit of his characteristic invocation of transversality, Wyn Evans’s references cover an immense ground in lateral movements, spanning Japanese Noh theatre, the Heart Sutra, John Cage, Anton Webern, Miles Davis, Occupy Wall Street (“Vacate Wall Street!”), Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Madame de Lafayette, Pierre Klossowski’s La vocation suspendu, Samuel Beckett’s double negatives, and Kenneth Anger’s reading of the moon as the first cinematic screen, a passive receiver and reflector of light. We don’t need to follow Wyn Evans on every passage of his trajectories. We can watch him go into orbit and marvel at the tenderness of his revolutions. And in case we do want to go along with him, we might as well turn to the second component of A Community Predicated on the Basic Fact Nothing Really Matters: the chemical composition of acid.

In the early twentieth century, the chemist Albert Hofmann, working in another Swiss laboratory, synthesized lysergic acid diethylamide, a veritable collider of references, a mind-melting “Nietzschean maelstrom” (Cerith’s words), liquid liminality, a transversal reading that Wyn Evans’s practice engenders. Like Hofmann’s chemical agent, Wyn Evans’s blinking, winking, flickering, glowing, radiating works are bioactive, intent on interacting with the subject in the hopes of dislocating its perception of reality. “[R]etroactively, I tried to find an interpretation and explanation. Each individual who experiences this agent suddenly enters another reality, experiences a completely different reality, seemingly even more real than actual reality. Until that day, I’d always thought there was only one reality, the actual reality. Suddenly, I was experiencing another.”

The ridiculously, beautifully saccharine 2007 Murano chandelier titled “Astrophotography—Stages of photographic development” by Siegfried Marx (1987) is hung so low in the exhibition space that its presence is like that of a hovering ghost, kindly descended to meet its observer at eyelevel. It flickers in Morse code to transmit advice on how to photograph stars and planets,
and how to avoid the misinterpretation of dust on photographic emulsion as unknown galaxies. The four light sculptures of the work Untitled (2008) are modeled on the classical fluted columns of antique temples. But neither resting on the ground nor supporting the ceiling, they subvert any architectural hankering for mass in favor of a fascination with energy. Although the light and heat they emanate make it all but impossible to actually look at them, their radiances draw the visitors in like doomed insects, succumbing to the promise of another dreamachine, accepting the bright white tear in the fabric of reality that buzzes away in their peripheral vision.

Much has been written about Wyn Evans’s messenger objects, communicating in an obsolete code that could, in theory, be deciphered by the viewer but most likely will not be (and in any case, the transmitted text is usefully displayed on a wall-mounted monitor close by). It is not so much the content of the message, but the fact of its transmission and the nature of its transmitter that is of interest: “The chandelier becomes a text, superimposing and suppressing the text it broadcasts.” It operates in the realm of representation and display as much as in the Lacanian symbolic order, or even the insoluble order of the Real. “The world may or may not be fluent, but seeing the blinking, blinks back.” In her beautiful essay on Wyn Evans’s work, “Phare de la,” Molly Nesbit points out that the electrified chandeliers have “been programmed so as to fade in an out randomly, sometimes in mid-phrase. These breaks in the action ripple through the scene like a chance operation, like a stutter.”

This stutter—here as a staged muteness—is the interruption of the flow of electrical current, creating a silence in communication that is, of course, very loud. Nesbit goes on to point to the ghosts that may reside within power failure, and the present that only becomes tangible in the void between events. There still remains the matter of how to ultimately grasp the concept of evacuation, absence, emptiness, and void at the center of Wyn Evans’s oeuvre. For example: Is his interest in nothing negotiated within the register of the semiotic, the symbolic, or the poetic? Does staring at his oeuvre metaphorically (literally?) create a negative after-image that reveals its actual substance? When the lights go out, are we to poke in the dark for the anti-matter? Following Wyn Evans’s own reasoning, if the subject matter is emptied, the idea of the subject itself is problematized and becomes multi-dimensional. With Wyn Evans in mind, Jeannie Moser writes about LSD, altered states of being-in-the world as given and the perception thereof into a matter of negotiation. Is it about light, or is it light? In 2009, Wyn Evans embarked on a kind of blind collaboration with the artist and composer Florian Hecker to make No night No day (its title appropriated from Peter Gidal’s 1997 structural silent film No Night No Day). Hecker’s electronic multi-channel psychoacoustic sound and Wyn Evans’s footage premiered as an “abstract opera” at the Baroque Teatro Goldoni in Venice and were reinstalled in 2013 at the Augarten. Both artists had worked on their contributions individually, witnessing their pairing for the first time along with the audience. Hecker’s ambition of centering the focal point of the theatre space, liberating it from the tyranny of perspective by immersing the entire auditorium in spatialized, sculptural sound, was simultaneously supported and thwarted by Wyn Evans’s edit of footage from John Cage’s 1992 film One, projected onto a screen onstage. Cage’s only film, made in the year of his death, shows wandering zones of light in an otherwise empty room. Both the movements of the spotlights as well as those of the camera are randomized and computer-controlled, and further deconstructed by Wyn Evans’s edit. Robin Mackay describes the sensation of watching No night No day as follows: “With a sudden flourish, light blossoms on the screen occupying the stage, its mass smoothly expanding, its continuity broken only by the edge of the frame, which it swiftly fills, revealing... nothing. [...] We become aware of an inward effort, almost painful, as the mind tries to constitute into objects both light and sound, and to integrate the two into a reference to some organic world where, once more, sound and light would belong in some determinate way to identifiable objects. We develop a certain irony in relation to these pitiful attempts, in the attempt of any coded, coherent, narrativizable program, to bring this play of intensities back into the plush interior, to create a theater where there is none.”

The title’s double negative speaks of the abstraction of light and darkness into unclassifiable, unnatural, and uncommodifiable entities. However, Wyn Evans’s superimposed appropriations of Cage and Gidal work against a total draining of referentiality. Instead, No night No day is overdetermined, in the sense that it makes concrete use of the nothings of others. Contrasting abstraction with referentiality in this way (or “crashing an index into a register,” as Cerith writes), he lets the work shed its mass (in the form of narrative, subject, or representation), and instead allows it to assume the status of an event in a Deleuzian sense, an event of hearing, of seeing. Now, Molly Nesbit also asks: “Where did the love go?” She suggests a response to Wyn Evans’s messages in the form of a poem by Elizabeth Bishop that in turn paraphrases another, older poem about being under siege and holding on to one’s loyalties:

Love’s the obstinate boy, the ship,
trying to recite “The boy stood on the burning deck” while the poor ship in flames went down.
Love’s the boy stood on the burning deck.
even the swimming sailors, who would like a schoolroom platform, too, or an excuse to stay on deck. And love’s the burning boy.  

Bishop’s poem Casabianca acts as a nest to its poetic antecedent, and tucks it in with an ode to performance and refusal. Slightly less tender, more raucous, but equally engaged in the jouissance of slippage, One evening late in the war…, Wyn Evans’s mauve neon from 2008, quotes from James Merrill and David Jackson’s epic poem The Changing Light at Sandovar (1976–80). The neon paragraph describes a short scene that is cinematic in its building of tension around the tropes of war and a certain type of conduct connoting masculinity, honor, and obedience, only to erupt into a lovely, queer, and outrageous bottom line. I could go into the parallels between the play with identity described in the text and the formal shifts performed materially by the neon, transitioning from semantic code to immaterial translucence, but that would only take away from the charm of Mrs Smith’s quip, so I shan’t.  

Maybe this is how we should read Gertrude Stein’s line in Tender Buttons, “Act so that there is no use in a centre” with an emphasis on acting as performing. The indeterminacy of Wyn Evans’s constant slippages, evacuations, and distractions is performative at heart, even when there is no theatre, as Mackay points out. During their conversation, Molly Nesbit quotes to Cerith a line by Max Stirner: “Je n’ai mis ma cause en Rien” (I have based my cause on Nothing), to which Cerith responds, some moments later, and as a parodial warning to himself: “Careful where you step here, Mr. Nonsense.”
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